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IntroductionIntroduction

Hong Kong Hong Kong 
a developed city in Southa developed city in South--East Asia East Asia 
a population of ~ 6.8 million a population of ~ 6.8 million 
a limited area of about ~ 1,100 kma limited area of about ~ 1,100 km22. . 

The high population density,The high population density,
~ 43,000 persons per km~ 43,000 persons per km22 in the urban area in the urban area 
~ 6,300 persons per km~ 6,300 persons per km22 overalloverall
A great demand for highA great demand for high--rise buildings rise buildings can can 
accommodate a large number of occupants. accommodate a large number of occupants. 

Fire safety in highFire safety in high--rise building is very importantrise building is very important
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IntroductionIntroduction

One of the important features in Fire 
Safety in high-rise building 

Evacuation Evacuation 
Human behaviourHuman behaviour is one of the important is one of the important 
factors affecting the evacuation time in factors affecting the evacuation time in 
case of fire. case of fire. 
Evacuees are dictated by their physical Evacuees are dictated by their physical 
and psychological states at the time of fire and psychological states at the time of fire 
awareness.awareness.
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From previous studyFrom previous study
The reaction of people to the perception of a fire 

depends on their perception of the seriousness of the fire. 
Before egress, many people tend to take some 
preservative actions 

E.g. saving a computer or storing important things into a safety
box. 

People in a group 
would rather wait for orders from a leader/senior person than 
make decisions by themselves. 
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From previous studyFrom previous study

Occupants Occupants 
choose choose ‘‘their usual routetheir usual route’’ or or ‘‘a safe routea safe route’’
rather than rather than ‘‘a closer routea closer route’’. . 

use of elevators use of elevators 
mainly related to the floor on which the mainly related to the floor on which the 
occupants were, but not the age of the occupants were, but not the age of the 
occupants. occupants. 
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Time line approachTime line approach

where  where  is the Required Safe Escape Time,  is the Required Safe Escape Time,  
is the time from ignition to detection,  is the time from ignition to detection,  
is the time from detection to a general alarm,  is the time from detection to a general alarm,  
is the preis the pre--movement time for the building occupants and  movement time for the building occupants and  
is their travel time.is their travel time.

RSETt
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In estimating the evacuation time of the occupants, the 
following formula is proposed in BS7974, 2002, 

Safety margin = tASET - tRSET
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Time line approachTime line approach

LLarge value of arge value of ΔΔttprepre delay in initiating delay in initiating 
evacuationevacuation
Improper choice of escape route Improper choice of escape route 
prolonged prolonged ΔΔtttravtrav prolonged prolonged ttRSETRSET
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From previous studyFrom previous study

ΔΔttprepre would be affected by the perception of would be affected by the perception of 
the fire incident the fire incident 

critical factors in the perception of a fire incident (Bryan)
Recognition the individual identifies the ambiguous fire cues as a 
fire incident indicator
Validation the individual attempting to validate an initial perception 
of fire cue
Definition the individual attempts to relate the information 
concerning fire to the perceived variable
Evaluation perceived time available, formulation of escape 
procedure
Commitment
Reassessment
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Current studyCurrent study
In this studyIn this study

behavioural responses of 327 building occupants to audible fire behavioural responses of 327 building occupants to audible fire 
alarm cues in highalarm cues in high--rise buildings in Hong Kong were surveyed. rise buildings in Hong Kong were surveyed. 

A questionnaire was developed A questionnaire was developed 
concerning an occupant’s responses and reactions to various concerning an occupant’s responses and reactions to various 
fire cues in a fire emergency and his/her choice of an evacuatiofire cues in a fire emergency and his/her choice of an evacuation n 
route. route. 

Behavioural responses to some probable fire scenarios Behavioural responses to some probable fire scenarios 
were surveyed with respect to the occupant’s experience were surveyed with respect to the occupant’s experience 
of fire emergency.of fire emergency.
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QuestionnaireQuestionnaire survey survey 

multiplemultiple--choice basis choice basis 
covered issues:covered issues:

personal details personal details 
experience of fire emergency experience of fire emergency 

(Group1 : with fire experience, Group2: without fire experience)(Group1 : with fire experience, Group2: without fire experience)
perception of an audible fire alarm perception of an audible fire alarm 
probable reaction time probable reaction time 
responses responses 
familiarity with evacuation routes familiarity with evacuation routes 
choice of egress routechoice of egress route

conducted in 10 highconducted in 10 high--rise commercial and residential rise commercial and residential 
buildings in Hong Kong buildings in Hong Kong 
350 randomly selected occupants were invited, 327 of 350 randomly selected occupants were invited, 327 of 
them participated (approximately 93.4%) them participated (approximately 93.4%) 
The survey was completed in one week. The survey was completed in one week. 
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ResultsResults

327 (100%)327 (100%)156 (47.7%)156 (47.7%)171 (52.3%)171 (52.3%)Column TotalColumn Total
12 (3.7%)12 (3.7%)7 (2.1%)7 (2.1%)5 (1.5%)5 (1.5%)61 or above61 or above
19 (5.8%)19 (5.8%)10 (3.1%)10 (3.1%)9 (2.8%)9 (2.8%)51 to 6051 to 60
23 (7.0%)23 (7.0%)14 (4.3%)14 (4.3%)9 (2.8%)9 (2.8%)41 to 5041 to 50

103 (31.5%)103 (31.5%)38 (11.6%)38 (11.6%)65 (19.9%)65 (19.9%)31 to 4031 to 40
153 (46.8%)153 (46.8%)76 (23.2%)76 (23.2%)77 (23.5%)77 (23.5%)21 to 3021 to 30
17 (5.2%)17 (5.2%)11 (3.4%)11 (3.4%)6 (1.8%)6 (1.8%)20 or below20 or below

MaleMaleFemaleFemale
Row TotalRow Total

GenderGender
Age GroupAge Group

The respondents

Occupants’ Classification:
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Recognition of an audible fire alarm

(a) Source of alarm sound

327327142142185185Column totalColumn total

444419192525It was not from a fire alarm bellIt was not from a fire alarm bell

283283123123160160It was from a fire alarm bellIt was from a fire alarm bell

Group 2 (No)Group 2 (No)Group 1 (Yes)Group 1 (Yes)
Row totalRow total

With experience of fire With experience of fire 
emergency?emergency?

First perception First perception 

(b) Interpretation of alarm sound

327327142142185185Column totalColumn total

219219109109110110There was not a fireThere was not a fire

10810833337575There was a fireThere was a fire

Group 2 (No)Group 2 (No)Group 1 (Yes)Group 1 (Yes)
Row totalRow total

With experience of fire With experience of fire 
emergency?emergency?

First perception First perception 

(χ2 = 0.0010; P = 0.9721)

(χ2 = 10.87; P < 0.001)
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Occupants’ perception of fire spreading and response time:

727250502222Column totalColumn total

393929291010≥≥ 300300

33332121121200

Very Unlikely or Very Unlikely or 
Not SureNot Sure

Probably or Very Probably or Very 
LikelyLikely

Row totalRow total
Would the fire spread to your unit?Would the fire spread to your unit?

OccupantOccupant’’s response time s response time ττaa (s)(s)

response time related to the occupants’
perception of the likelihood of the fire 
spreading to their location 
(χ2 = 20.67; P < 0.0000)
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Occupations’ response to a continuous audible alarm:

327327142142185185Column totalColumn total

111100OthersOthers

404013132727EvacuateEvacuate

232312121111Wait for further informationWait for further information

881177Call the firemenCall the firemen

10410446465858Ask someone what has happenedAsk someone what has happened

313113131818Ask someone what to doAsk someone what to do

12012056566464Investigate the situationInvestigate the situation

Group 2 (No)Group 2 (No)Group 1 (Yes)Group 1 (Yes)
Row totalRow total

With experience of fire emergency?With experience of fire emergency?
OccupantOccupant’’s responses response

insufficient evidence to show a significant 
difference between the responding 
patterns of the two groups (P = 0.27)
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Occupants’ choice of an escape route in case of fire emergency:

(a) Choice of escape route in case of fire

327327142142185185Column totalColumn total

331122OthersOthers

1616551111Both staircase and elevatorBoth staircase and elevator

308308136136172172StaircaseStaircase

Group 2 (No)Group 2 (No)Group 1 (Yes)Group 1 (Yes)
Row totalRow total

With experience of fire With experience of fire 
emergency?emergency?

ChoiceChoice

(b) Usage frequency of staircase

327327142142185185Column totalColumn total

484825252323NeverNever

15715771718686RarelyRarely

797931314848SometimesSometimes

434315152828EverydayEveryday

Group 2 (No)Group 2 (No)Group 1 (Yes)Group 1 (Yes)
Row totalRow total

With experience of fire With experience of fire 
emergency?emergency?

UsageUsage

(P = 0.31) 

(P = 0.32) 
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(c) Reason of choosing staircase

327327142142185185Column totalColumn total

441133OthersOthers

10010041415959SaferSafer

1616661010CloserCloser

1921928989103103Designated for emergency purposesDesignated for emergency purposes

1515551010FamiliarFamiliar

Group 2 (No)Group 2 (No)Group 1 (Yes)Group 1 (Yes)
Row totalRow total

With experience of fire emergency?With experience of fire emergency?
ChoiceChoice

(d) Reason of choosing the selected staircase from a number of staircases

327327142142185185Column totalColumn total

330033OthersOthers

484824242424Predetermined (e.g. fire drill)Predetermined (e.g. fire drill)

2020121288Follow othersFollow others

1921928080112112CloserCloser

646426263838FamiliarFamiliar

Group 2 (No)Group 2 (No)Group 1 (Yes)Group 1 (Yes)
Row totalRow total

With experience of fire emergency?With experience of fire emergency?
ChoiceChoice

(P = 0.62) 

(P = 0.32) 
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Age-group response to a continuous audible fire alarm:

Response of three age groups to a continuous audible fire alarm

3273272121595950501311316666Column totalColumn total

3131007766151533>50>50

1261268819191212585829293131--5050

17017013133333323258583434<30<30

Extinguish Extinguish 
the fire; the fire; 

and othersand others

Collect Collect 
valuablesvaluables

Notify Notify 
neighborsneighbors

Call Call 
firemenfiremen

Row totalRow total

First action to be taken except evacuationFirst action to be taken except evacuation
Start Start 

evacuationevacuationAge groupAge group

insufficient evidence to indicate that ‘immediate’
evacuation was age-dependent (P = 0.25)
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ConclusionConclusion

In general, the following behavioural responses In general, the following behavioural responses 
were observed from the survey results:were observed from the survey results:
1.1. The majority of respondents treated an audible fire The majority of respondents treated an audible fire 

alarm as a ‘warning signal’ rather than ‘a cue for alarm as a ‘warning signal’ rather than ‘a cue for 
evacuation’.evacuation’.

2.2. An occupant might not respond to an audible fire An occupant might not respond to an audible fire 
alarm immediately. alarm immediately. 

1.1. The response time to the alarm might be related to the The response time to the alarm might be related to the 
occupant’s level of anxiety and his/her experience of fire occupant’s level of anxiety and his/her experience of fire 
emergency. emergency. 

2.2. Besides evacuation, the Besides evacuation, the ‘first’‘first’ actions of an occupant to the actions of an occupant to the 
alarm were alarm were ‘investigate the alarm’, ‘seek more information’, 
‘alert others’, ‘collect valuables’, and ‘’, and ‘attempt to extinguish 
the fire’ if there was any. ’ if there was any. 
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ConclusionConclusion

3.3. Occupants tended to select a staircase for Occupants tended to select a staircase for 
emergency evacuation. emergency evacuation. 
i)i) The choice of route did not depend on the floor The choice of route did not depend on the floor 

on which the evacuation of an occupant started. on which the evacuation of an occupant started. 
ii)ii) Apart from the closest Apart from the closest staircase, a familiar one staircase, a familiar one 

would be selected by some occupants. would be selected by some occupants. 
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ConclusionConclusion
4.4. Experience of fire emergency might have influences Experience of fire emergency might have influences 

on the perception of a fire alarm cue. on the perception of a fire alarm cue. 
i)i) The results indicated that the first perception of the The results indicated that the first perception of the 

occupants, who had not experienced any fire emergency occupants, who had not experienced any fire emergency 
before, would be before, would be a false alarm a false alarm oror a fire alarm testa fire alarm test. . 

ii)ii) They would investigate the situation if only the fire alarm They would investigate the situation if only the fire alarm 
sustained for a few minutes.sustained for a few minutes.

5.5. For those occupants who had previous experience For those occupants who had previous experience 
of fire emergency, more of them would recognize of fire emergency, more of them would recognize 
the fire alarm and evacuate immediately. the fire alarm and evacuate immediately. 

i)i) However, for all those who did not evacuate immediately, However, for all those who did not evacuate immediately, 
there was insufficient evidence to show a significant there was insufficient evidence to show a significant 
difference of response time between the two groups.difference of response time between the two groups.
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ConclusionConclusion

6.6. In the calculation of In the calculation of ttRSETRSET, both , both ΔΔttprepre and  and  
ΔΔtttravtravplayplay an important role. an important role. 

i)i) Based on the above survey,  Based on the above survey,  ΔΔttprepre was over five was over five 
minutes for the majority of occupants. minutes for the majority of occupants. 

ii)ii) This value had not included the concerns of This value had not included the concerns of 
sleeping risk and environmental unfamiliarity.sleeping risk and environmental unfamiliarity.
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